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Impending budget cuts: ’Prepare for the worst’
By Devin O’Donnell
Daily Stall-Writer
San Jose State University may not
disclose next year’s budget, but department cuts are already underway, with
even more on the way for next semester, according to officials.
Colleen Bentley-Adler, director of
public affairs for the Califomia State
University Chancellor’s Office, said
there was some truth to the rumors of

foreboding budget cuts.
"Prepare for the worst," BentleyAdler said. "Chancellor Reed has said
that all CSU’s should be prudent for
this year, and though it’s not official, at
least prepare for the impending cuts
by putting a hold on hiring more staff,
as well as withstanding other expenses."
For the years 2002 and 2003,
Bentley -Adler said the 6ve percent cut
by Gov. Gray Davis could be as dras-

tic as $135 million, spread out through
the CSU’s and chancellor’s office.
"Basically there are politics at the
CSU and state level," said James
Brent, chairman for the academic
senate. "Gov. Davis had to make S750
million in budget cuts, but they didn’t tell him how to get it done, so no
one really Icnows what to expect until
he reveals the budget after the election."
"If the cuts are made official after the

election, each CSU will get hit differently," Bendey-Adler said.
She said the cuts probably wouldn’t
result in cutting full-time faculty
members.
William H. Shaw, professor and
chairman for the school of philosophy, said he caught wind of the
looming budget crisis but hasn’t
made any changes in his department.
"I am anticipating the cuts to happen

soon after the governors election, but
we can’t do anything about it until we
know for certain," Shaw said.
According to Brent, there were cuts
last year, which were absorbed this
year in administration.
"No faculty cuts were made,"
Brent said, "but now with the possible cut of five percent we don’t
know for sure what will need to
happen."
Despite the standstill, things are still

being decided, and faculty buciget cuts
are still being made with recommendation from the provost.
Budget reductions have already been
in estimation of the approaching official budget.
"Right now we are working with
provost (Marshall Goodman) on a
plan," Brent said. "It’s frustrating having to plan now for next semester arid

See BUDGET, page 5

Teach-in
to discuss
potential war

Tunnel vision

More than ,30 departments
to share opinions on
US. -Iraq situation
By Justine DaCosta
Dad.). Staff Writer
An event intending to provide students and community members a forum to discuss their opinions and gather information about a potential U. S. war with Iraq will
be held Thursday in the Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"Teach-ln: War with Iraq," sponsored by the
Faculty-Student Ad Hoc Iraq Teach-In Committee
and co-sponsored by more than 30 SJSU departments,
will feature staff and faculty members as well as members of the community. Presenters will address different aspects of foreign policy and the U. S. government’s role in Iraq, according to Robert Gliner, professor of sociology.
"A lot of people don’t Icnow why we’re going to war
with Iraq, Gliner said. "We’re having the event
because there has been a lot of misinformation in the
press."
Gliner said the event would provide information about
various aspects of war through speakers, a literature table
and slide shows.
"In order to have an effective democracy, people need
to be informed," Gliner said.
Some students said they felt it was important for students to be educated and that the event could raise

See TEACH-IN, page 6
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Roshan Devaraj, a junior electrical engineering major, Duy Vo, a senior computer science major, and John Yiu, a sophomore physics major, analyzed slides in
their beginning chemistry class Tuesday afternoon.

Fiction writer shares
work, offers advice
Novelist made stop
at SJSU
By Devin O’Donnell
Daily Staff Jrriter
Behind the glasses and the wisps of brown
hair bridging from ear to ear, covering a naked
head, writer Richard Bausch made his appearance in more than just a book reading.
Currently on a book tour tin: his latest novel,
"Hello to the Cannibals," BauStli is also an author
of five short story collections and nine novels.
Alan Soldofsky, pmfessor of English and creative writing, introduced the man who would
introduce Bausch: Masters Fine Arts candidate Robert F. James.
As a former student and personal friend of
Bausch, James said Bausch had a profound
impact on his beginning as fiction writer as well.
"Dick Bausch was the reason why I am
writer," James said. "Through his presence in
the classroom and example AS a writer, he taught
me how to five as a person first, then a writer."
"Hello to the Cannibals" is a novel that parallels the lives of two women, explorer Mary
Kingsley, and a young woman Lily, who struggles to find her place in mixiern society.
"The two women are separated by a hundred
years," Bausch said.
After reading two selections from his novel,
Bausch took questions from a crowd that
packed int() San Jose State University’s
Steinbeck Center.
One of the questions came from Pmfessor of
English Kristen Iversen, who asked Bausch to

comment on the difference between writing a
fictional character and writing a historical
character, suCh aS an explorer of West Africa
Mary Kingsley.
"In the fictional character, you have to supply
the difference," Bausch said. "You have to
alienate the character with differences from
you as a writer."
Bausch said the challenge in writing a historical character is staying true to the spirit of that
character.
"You stay true to the character," Bausch said,
"by staying true to the facts of that character."
Although Bausch’s novel takes place in faraway places such as Africa and Paris, Bausch
said he unashamedly admits to not having ever
set foot there.
"This is fiction writing; today’s library can
take you anywhere," Bausch said. "Writing fiction is writing about the truth without writing
the truth. It’s about being true to the experience and conveying the same experience to the
reader. For example, the grief from the loss of
a child is still grief."
Sergio Bolanos, a freshman majoring in marketing, said he left the reading with good tips
for his own writing experience.
English major Daisy Luu has read past short
stories by Bausch and said she liked his advice
to ypung writers.
"I liked how he suggested to be a writer as a
career arid not so much seeking to be the
brightest star in sky of the best."
"Writing is not an indulgence but something
you give indulgences up to do," Bausch said. "If
you can be’ a writer, you have to. It’s a moral
obligation."

Measure to up
out-of-town
taxes on ballot
By Melinda Latham
Daily Stall Write,
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Paul Dunlap and Robert lames, both graduate students in creative writing, react to a passage that novelist Richard Bausch read from his book
"Hello to the Cannibals."

This November, San Jose voters will decide if they
want to raise taxes for visitors to of San Jose.
Measure F proposes a four-percentage point increase
in the Transient Occupancy Tax paid by guests in San
Jose hotels, according to information from the Registrar
of Voters. The proceeds from the tax would be used
exclusively to improve the San Jose McEnery
Convention Center.
Proponents of the measure, which requires a two-thirds
approval by voters, say that the tax will givr more money to
die Convention Center, therefitre creating jobs and imprnving the center’s safety and security. The measure will not
increase isor,-,ty or income taxes for San Jose rrsiiknts..
Currently the tax is 10 percent of a hotel room’s rental
rate. Measure F would raise the tax to 14 percent.
Scott Knies, executive director of the San Jose
Downtown Association, is in support of the TeASYNC. He
said it will bring more conventions and, a.s a result, more
business to (huvntown.
"Our members gct a tremendous boost in business
when conventions are in town," Knies saki
The measure is endorsed by Mayor Ron Gonzaks, the
San Jose City Council and various city organizations
including the South Ray AFL-C10 and the San Jose
Silicon Valley Chamber of Commerce.
Opponents to the measure, as listed in the Smart Voter
online voting guide, are memben of the Libertarian
Party of Santa Clara County. The party says that the
increase from the current 10 percent tu to the ptoposed
14 percent tax will increase the tax burden on hoteh by
40 percent and drive convention and visitor revenue to
other cities with more competitive prices. Rather than
contribute to business revenue, the Libertanan Party

See MEASURE F, page 6
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Is afee increase worth
YES I Future students deserve to
new Student Union additions?
. . .
have better servzces, facilities

Student Union Inc. asked what students wanted for this campus,
arid now they are willing to deliver for $81 per person.
So, the onus is on us.
Sharlene Union Inc. is putting Measure V, a referendum, on the ballot for nect month’s Student Union Elections.
I don’t know about you, but I believe the Student Union and the
facilities operated by Student Union Inc. could use a lot of updating,
whether I reap the benefits or not.
Measure V asks for students to vote for an $81 increase in their
Student Union fees, which would
be spread out over the next three
semesters.
There hasn’t been a fee increase
since 1989, and it shows.
An $81 increase is not much in
temas of what we pay each semester to attend classes at San Jose
State University.
I mean come on, parking just
incrrased their fee from S81 to
S115, and students are lucky if they
can find a space in less than 20
minutes.
Granted, we don’t spend 20 minutes trying to find a parking space,
so we chill out in the Music Room
at the Student Union or bask in
the sun at the Aquatic Center.
But, wouldn’t it be nice for students to have a place to go between
classes that didn’t resemble a 1960s
shAe nunpus room?
This increase is about more than
a facelift.
This inaease is about having just
the smallest bit of pride in our college campus.
This increase is also about
Student Union Inc. trying to offer
students more and better services.
I have no problem forking over
my hard earned cash to people who
are actually able to provide a servKRISTIN SCHWARZ
ice in timely marmer.
The Student Union, as it is today,
simply isn’t capable of pleasing SJSU’s population of about 30,000.
When I strolled through the Student Union yesterday, I noticed
how aowded it was.
The Computer Center was totally packed with students at every
computer, and most of the lounging areas were full of students studying their books or their eyelids.
Student Union Inc. wants to open a cyber cafe, which means more
computers with the added benefit of food.
Looks like a fulfilling combination to me.
That $81 will also go towards new gym equipment, renovated locker rooms and a movie theater.
Let’s change perspective for a minute.
If I were the parent of a ptospeLtive 18-year-old freshman, I would
be relieved to see that my child had a safe place to hang out, listen to
music, surf the Web or bowl a couple of frames.
If I were a teacher, I would be happy to have a few more choices of
on-campus dining destinations, and Student Union Inc. has got that
covered.
The bottom line is: more choices and more services.
ILLUSTRATION
There is one extremely cool component to Student Union Inc.’s referendum.
Jobs.
Cool hard cash just waiting to be earned as many of those service positions will have to be filled by,
yep, you guessed it, students.
Hmmm, let’s look at that scenario again: We would be spending money to make money Where have I heard that
before?
Ultimately, $81 is not a whole lot to ask for the opportunities, services and choices Student Union Inc. would like
to provide for our student body and the students that follow in our footsteps.

"IfI were a
parent ofa
prospective
18-year-old
freshman, I would
be relieved to see
that my child had
a safe place to
hang out."

Kristin Schwarz is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

NO I Why payfor services
when we don’t use them?

Increasing student fees for the Student Union is not the answer.
A recent advertisement about the referendum placed in the Spartan
Daily by the Student Union lists student pros and cons.
The most significant con identified was attributed to two juniors in
electrical engineering, Samira and Suneera Sharrna, who said, "It’s
already expensive. We already have to pay so many fees, and we don’t use
it."
Bingo.
Students already pay 1243.60 in
mandatory campus miscellaneous
fees, which includes the current
Student Union fee of $81.
We are paying other fees that may
not be useful or applicable to each of
us.
For example, included in that
$243.60 is a mandatory health fee of
$64.10. Some students are covered
by private health insurance through
their employer, parents or spouse and
don’t really need any other health
services.
This shouldn’t be mandatory; it
should be an option.
Parking permits are optional.
Student Union fees aren’t.
The 18 child care fee is also superfluous and misdirected .
I doubt students paying that fee
benefit from the services. All students
shouldn’t have to pay for services that
only a few use.
Again, this fee should be optional.
The proposed graduated fee
increases would begin Spring semester 2003, with an additional $23 cost.
Yet plans for improvement or expansion wouldn’t begin until Fall 2003,
ANNE WARD
and their estimated completion date
is Fall 2006.
Current seniors, juniors and sophomores would probably have graduated by then.
Continue charging the current fee, just don’t increase it.
Instead of charging all students the increase that the Student Union
says is necessary, charge small usage fees for some services, such as bowling or audio visual rentals, that already have an additional usage fee.
For argument’s sake, say half the proposed additional fee goes toward
upgrading ancVor increasing the fimess center. Next spring, the additional fee would be $23. Half that is $11.50. Spread that $11.50 over a
typical 15-week semester, and you wind up vnth a charge of about 77
cents each week.
If students were charged $1.50 each time they used the fitness center,
the Student Union would collect almost double the amount slated for
the fitness center.
The catch? Not everyone is paying. That’s the way it should be. Not
everyone uses the fimess center, so not everyone should pay for it.
Look at toll roads. Only users of toll roads pay tolls. There is no
"mandatory road miscellaneous fee."
Why? Because that would be wrong.
If that toll road provides a more direct route, it’s your choice to steer
BY WARREN PAYLADO
onto that road and fork over cash. But it’s not mandatory.
Users of the Student Union should think of the services in the same way. If you use it, you pay for it. If
you don’t use it, you don’t pay for it.
Here’s another capital idea lease out more space to outside vendors.
When shopping malls lease space, leasing companies don’t reconstruct space for retailers retailers do it at their
expense.
Let retailers, who want to sell us their goods and services, pay for space renovation, not students.
Not only will students not be paying for renovations, but leasing creates a revenue source.
The San Jose Redevelopment Agency wants to bring retail, restaurants and entertainment into the downtown area.
Our Student Union should partner with them to bring in businesses that appeal to students.

"I doubt students
paying thatfee
benefitfrom the
services. All
students
shouldn’t have to
pay for services
that only a few
use."

Anne Ward is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

campusvoices

"No, I don’t think it is a
good idea. I think the
Student Union isfine the
way it is, and I get what I
needfrom it."

Yes, I think that if we
had more choices and
variety, it would be a
better environment."

’Yes, feI like to see a better ’7Vo, I think it’s a bad idea.
Student Union. Ours is a I see the Student Union as a
hangout that doesn’t need
joke compared with other
schools. I think the increase
improvement."
would be reasonable. "

7 use it a lot, so I think it
would be OK"

"No, it’s not necessary, and
it doesn’t look like they are
struggling. A better idea
would be to increase
prices."

Sonia Saran
sophomore, biology

Michael Wehner

Gyasi Woods

Brian Tempo!

Honeya Ordoubadi

Sean Bashaw

graduate student,
mechanical engineering

freshman, biology

freshman, broadcast

senior, public relations

junior, civil engineering
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Giants, Rudy the crime stopper and vote Saddam

t’s
se

The World Series: the promised land tur baseball players
and fans alike. And the Giants are going.
For some, Monday night was spent flipping from football
to baseball, but it’s hard to tear your eyes away from a garne
that ended 2-1 and determined the best of the best.
The only thing that could top it would be another "Battle
of the Bay." But with the Angels, we still get to see half the
games in San Francisco and the remaining half down in
Anaheim. We could call it "Battle of the State" or "North
Bay vs. the Valley" or "Giants vs. Disney."
Truth to tell, I’m not as excited as I should be. After 17
years of trying, Barry Bonds is going to the World Series,
that means something. It also gives all the sports writers a
hook for their stories. For example, in one AP story, it doesn’t start with Kenny Lofton’s single that drove in the winning run at the bottom of the ninth inning. Instead it talks
about what the Angels are going to do about the single-season homer= king.
I’ll give credit where it’s due, the guy can hit. Anyone who
won’t admit that is smoking something. Sure it’s safe to walk
him, but where’s the fun in that? People want to see him hit.
But here’s a clue: Barry Bonds isn’t the only player on the
Giants worthy of the spotlight. Remember all the coaches in
recreation leagues saying, "There’s no ’I’ in team?" What

about Lofton’s game-winning RBI? What about Benny
Santiago getting the series most valuable player award?
What about the pitchers who kept the game close?
Yes, Bonds is a force to be reckoned with, but he’s not a
god.

Rudy Giuliani just jumped the country.
According to the Associated Press, he’s
been hired by the mayor of Mexico City
to advise him on how to cut down on
crime. For his contributions, Giuliani will
receive a modest payment of S4.3 million
(plus expenses) for a one-year contract.
Business donors are going to pick up the
tab.
How in the world did he land that gig?
He only has to visit Mexico once every
MICHELLE JEW
three months. Four visits a year and he’ll
And just to spite us, the Iraqi people have
get S4.3 million? That’s more than $1 million a visit. ’That’s ridiculous.
been "stuffing ballots into boxes by the fisdul to vote in
’Think of New York. What’s the first thing you think of favor of lceeping Saddam Hussein. He ran unopposed, of
besides Sept. 11? Just a shot in the dark, but I’d bet safety course, but some of them did it to send a message, according
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Union. For more infonnation contact Jane Boyd 924-5%1.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.

International Programs and Services
There will be a Study Abroad
general information meeting from 9
a.m. to 10 a.m. in the Pacheco room
in the Student Union. For more
information contact Ali at 9245931.

Depamnent of Nutrition and Food
Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m. in
Central Classroom building Room
221. For more information, contact
Sherry at 206-7599.
School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries and
art exhibitions through Friday. The
eidiibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildinp. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
sjspiritorg
Meditation from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and Spiritual Explorers from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. in the sjspirit room in
Grace Church, at San Fernando and
S. 10th stmts. For more information contact Chaplain Roger at 6051687, or check www.sjspintorg.
Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 11:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Career
Center, Building E For more information contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
’The Career Center is offering an
interview worlcshop from 5 p.m. to
6 p.m. in the Career Center,
Building E For more information
contact the Career Resource Center
at 924-6031.
Re-Entry And Commuter Help
am
The REACH program is having a
brown bag lunch - bring your
lunch and join us for a ternbc program by SJSU’s nutritionist Jen
Styles on exercise and motivational
tips, from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the
Pacheco room in the Student

th the

hated PfeSS.

came to put my paper in the box and to say I don’t want
America to come here, and to say I hate Bush because he
wants to attack me," said Dr. Ahmed Jawad, a parasitologist
in Iraq.
But nobody wants to be attacked.
Others boasted about trying to beat the 99.96 percent "yes"
vote during the last election.
In a village, the Associated Press reported a woman’s ballot
being checked by a vote organizer. When he saw that "yes"
was marked, he let the woman pass.
A little pressure in how to vote, perhaps? Or do people
honestly want to keep Saddam in office? Apparently
President Bush isn’t taking the election seriously.
The White House dismissed the election, said Press
Secretary Ari Fletcher.
"Obviously it’s not a very serious day, not a very serious
vote and nobody places any credibility on it," he said.
Tell that to the guy who marlced "yes" with his blood and
thumbprint.
"I

Michelk Jew is a
Spartan Daily Cy Editor.
’Spoiled’ appears Wednesdays.
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Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are availabk in
the S_partan Daib, office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re looking for SJSU
Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic credit,
priority registration for classes, and
much more. Applications are now
availabk in the Student Life Center
in the Old Cafeteria building.
Deadline is Nov. 1. For more information call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@emailsjsu.edu.

isn’t exi, tuiping that libt.
Maybe I’m being too hard on New York’s former mayor.
Surely others in the Mexican government are pleased with
the decision.
"This will do more harm than good," said Assemblyman
Alejandro DIM- BalTOSO, who also heads the public safety
commission. He mentioned that hiring
Giuliani was a political move and that Mexico
City’s mayor "wants to contract a high-profde
foreigner who will grab headlines rather than
taking advice from experts we have in our
country."
The fear of sharing political advice was also
mentioned.
Maybe he can do some good for the city.
It’ll be good practice for when he tries to take
over the world.

Orientation Leaders. Paid leadership position, extensive leadership
training, three units academic credit,
priority registration for classes, and
much more. Applications are now
avaikble in the Student Life Center
in the Old Cafeteria building.
Deadline is Nov. 1. For more information call 924-5972 or e-mail
nsol@emailsjsu.edu.

Counseling Services
There is a Diversity discussion:
Traditional vs. Mainstream Values
from noon to 1 p.m. in the Mosaic
Multicultural center on the third
floor of the Student Union. For
more infonnation, contact Ellen Lin
or Laura Flynn at 924-5910.

School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries and
art exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contactBill or Nicole at
924-4330.

RECL 97
Free Prizes & Free Food at "Got
Skills" - a games challenge by the
RECL 97 committee *4. Runs
from 11:45 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. on
the Paseo de Cesar Chavez. For
more information contact Jeff at
410-4708.

Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 11:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Career
Center, Building E For more information contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.

SJSU Artist Guild
2002 glass pumpkin sale from 9:30
a.m. to 9 p.m. in the Student Union
and the Art building.

Services
Coun
Overcoming the Doormat
Syndrome. From 2 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. in the Administration building,
Room 201. For more information
contact Susan VerHalen at 9245910.

MECHA
SJSU MECHA presents the
Word! Poetry series featuring
Freeda Yllana and Jaime SalcedoMalo from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in
the Marlcet CafE. For more information contact Adriana CabreraGarcia at 250-9245.
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Alpha Theta is having its
weekly meeting from 3 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. in DMH 134. For more information contact Paul at 246-3062.
Sikh Students Association of SJSU
Sikhism - A Universal View:
Lecture series. 7:10 p.m. to 9:10
p.m. in the Boccardo Business
Center, Room 106. For more information contact Robbie Singh at
,.vwva. silch.sjsu.edu.
Associated Students
Associated Students will be registering voters all week for the next
two weeks on the Paseo de Cesar
Chavez. For more information contact Rachel Greathouse at 2057260.

THURSDAY
SjSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets nerd to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more infonnanon contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Orientation Leader Recruitment
We’re looking for SJSU

Counseling Services
SJSU Counseling Services is having a general process group meeting
from 3,p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Administration building, Room
201. For more informanon contact
Kell Fujimoto at 924-5910.

Professor, History, Clarie Hollenbeck,
Associate Professor, Nutrition and
We the undersigned support the Food Science, Azmy Ibrahim,
Teach-in on U.S. policy towards Iraq Professor, Sociology, Dennis Jaehne,
scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 17, from Professor and Chair, Communications
noon to 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Studies, Jonathan Karpf, Lecturer,
Keady,
Richard
Anthropology,
Morris Dailey
Auditorium. It will provide an Professor and Coordinator, Religious
opportunity for many political and Studies, Helen M. Kress, Assistant
philosophical perspectives to be pre- Professor, Secondary Education, Peter
sented from both the panel and the Lowenberg, Associate Professor,
Language
and
audience. This participatory event will Linguistics
Meseme,
Ham
highlight academic perspectives on Development,
rapidly moving global events, from a Reference Librarian, kevin Moore,
broad range of disciplines. ’The goal of Lecturer, Linguistics and Language
the Teach-in is to increase students’ Development, Scott Myers-I.ipton,
understanding of the current situation Assistant Professor, Sociology, Charla
hy providing analysis, viewpoints and Ogaz, Assistant Professor, Social
historical context. We encourage all
students and faculty to attend this
important educational event. See you
there.
To the Editor:

Mike Adams, Professor, Theater Arts
Maria Alaniz, Professor, Social
Sciences, Jack Bemhardt, Professor,
History, Nakiye Boyacigiller, Professor,
Organization and Management,
William Briggs, Professor, Journalism,
Elizabeth Cam, Assistant Professor,
Occupational Therapy, Marilyn Chi,
Professor, Elementary Education, Peter
Chua, Assistant Professor, Sociology,
Chris Cox, Lecturer, Sociology, Jerry
Finkelstein, Professor, Physics, Robert
Gliner, Professor, Sociology, Roberto
Professor,
Assistant
Gonzalez,
Anthropolop: Scot Guenter, Professor
and Coordinator, American Studies
Professor,
Hamann,
Eloise
Mathematics, Patricia Hill, Associate

Science arid Women’s Studies, Judy
Reynolds, Library Education and
Assistance Program, Jennifer Rycenga,
Associate Professor, Religious Studies
Patricia Sanders, Lecturer, School of
Art and Desivi Gil Villagran,
Lecturer, Social Work Philip Wander,
Professor, Communication Studies Yen
Lu Wong, Professor, TV, Radio, Film,
Theater Kathleen Zaretslcy. Lecturer,
Anthropology

k

Valley Fine
Nails

Superior Quality
,.
i;ei silk Acrylic
7 manicures Pedicures

.

’

Airbrush Nail Design

We Use Real Gel Not Powder
M-F: 10-7 SAT: 9-5

40824189575
We look forward to seeing you.
locatant 2910 .STIVINS CREEK BLVD. 11206
from Dank of AnterKa at Valley Fair)

ova.

X."4
Wol
trrA

10% Discount
or One Free Gift
(please bring coupon)

San Jose State University Library

OandAcafe - Info to Go
Got a questionf Get an
answer at the 0..andAcafe
the SISU Library’s new
24.x7 online reference
service. Go to the SISt I
Library home page
(http://library.sjsu.edu)
and click on the
QandAcafe link. No
special software required.
See you at the
afio
SJSU Libraries
http://library.sjsu.edu
408-924-2700

BEFORE YOsti DIE,
YOU SEE

SJSU Costume Shop
There will be a Halloween costune sale from 1 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
in HGH 101. for more information
contact Pat Harvey at 924-4533.
The Listening Hour Concert Series
Vocal Recital: Vocal studio of Prof
Joseph Frank singing Brahms
Lieder from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
in the Music building Concert Hall.
For more information contact Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.
SJSU Artist Guild
2002 glass pumpkin sale from 9:30
a.m. to 9 p.m. in the Student Union
and the Art building.
SJSU Faculty Ad Hoc Committee
The SJSU Faculty Ad Hoc
Committee is having a Teach-In on
the possibility of war with Iraq from
12 p.m. to 3p.m. and from 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. For more information
contact W. Briggs at 924-2386.

House of
Humor

THE SAN JOSE
COMEDY THEATER

PUIDV
IS LOOKING FOR HARD WORKING, ENERGETIC,
FUN LOVING AND EXCMNG PEOPLE !!
APPLY IN PERSON
BEGINNING OCTOBER I4TH
3:00 PM- 8:00 PM
98 SOUTH SECOND STREET
( ’OR N It OF SECOND AND SAN FERNANDO STREET
OPENING NOVEMBER 7, 2002
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: LINE COOKS.
TICKET SALES PEOPLE. WAIT STAFF. FOOD RUNNE.RS,
BARTENDERS, DOORMEN, BOOKEEPER.
SOUND AND LIGHT ENGINEERS.
I kt rttr At

ADDRESS IS 62 scum’ SECOND STREET SAN JOSE. CA. 95150

Wigs
Hats
Theatrical Makeup
Magic
Adult Novelties
Gag Jokes
Infants to Adults
Sizes XS - XXI

842 W El Camino Real
Sunnyvale C A 94087
Phone (408) 616-0016
Fox (408) 616-0017
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The sky’s the limit
SJSU’s Stephanie Pascucci
has gonefrom little league to
belng the Spartans co-leader
By Daniel Lopez
Daily Staff Writer
In the fall of 1999, the San Jose State
University women’s volleyball program
recruited several players. Of these players,
Stephanie Pascucci, has developed into one
of the team’s co-captains.
Volleyball head coach Craig Choate said
Pascucci was recruited the same way as any
by
other player that comes to SJSU
watching her play for a junior club.
Identifying Pascucci, who said she decided
as a sophomore in high school that she
wanted to play in college, as a prospect, the
Spartans brought her into the program.
"I feel lucky to be here," Pascucci said, who
was named to the 2002 pre-season all
Western Athletic Conference team. "It’s the
best opportunity and just a great life experience."
Pascucci began participating in sports at an
early age and developed a competitive edge
that she seems to have gotten from her
father, Valentino, said her mother Gina.
Her brother Val, who now plays baseball
for the Montreal Expos, was also instrumental in malting Pascucci competitive.
With an older brother who played a variety
of sports, Pascucci wanted to compete
against him.
"Growing up, I always wanted to be like
my brother, so if he played football or baseball, I played football or baseball."
From the fourth to sixth grade, she played
flag football.
"She was always showing up the guys," said
her mother.
Being the only girl on the team, Pascucci
said, "That was fun. I got to beat up on all
the boys."

AISO participated in little league
baseball where she learned how to deal with
life. which she says helped to make her the
person and athlete she is today. "
I had to deal with boys and that made me
more competitive. I learned to not care
about what other people think," she said.
Her mother sometimes attends the
Spartans’ home matches with Pascucci’s
aunt, Dee Nachreiner.
"She speaks her mind and likes to lead,"
her mother said.
Pascucci said she gets her voicestrus ability
from her mother.
"She has always been outspoken," she said.
"She taught me to stick up for myself and
express my opinion, and at the same time,
express yourself respectfully for others."
Earlier this season, Pascucci showed her
outspoken side in a news article.
Speaking about a match with Santa Clara
University she said, "They don’t even
deserve to be ranked. I want to kill them."
Pascucci remembers what resulted from
her comments at the Santa Clara match.
"They heard I had some interesting things
to say about their school. Their school
decided to all show up to let me know how
they felt about me. They said ’you’re the
team losing, you think you’re better than us?
Why don’t you prove it?’" she said of the
fans.
However Pascucci used the crowd’s pressure to motivate her.
"I just got a bunch of Icills and looked back
at them. I hit over .300."
Pascucci’s brother prepared her well for
such a situation, she said.
When Pascucci participated in high school
sports, she said she would get down on herself when she didn’t play well, until her
brother and mother told her PACE: Positive
Attitude Changes Everything.
She said she still talks to her brother when
she needs some comforting words as she did
in the past.
"When ever I got down he was the person
PaSCUCCI

Broncos buck Spartans

I went to because he always made me laugh
and just brought up my spirits," she said noting that her brother was a great role model.
When Pascucci came to SJSU, she said her
competitive nature carried over.
Today she doesn’t dwell on negative things.
Her lifelong competitiveness and ability to
voice herself, earned her the appointment as
the Spartans co-captain, a position she
shares with fellow teammate Jeanine Haldi.
"I feel comfortable in that position. I like
for people to depend on me. I can help them
or get the job done," Pascucci said.
Former teammate and current assistant
head coach Joslynn Gallop said Pascucci was
helpful to her when they were both players.
"She was the one person I could rely on to
come ready to play. I don’t mean to brag, but
I see myself in her. She has that killer attitude. Even if you’re playing a team you can
walk all over, you still go out and beat them."
Other teammates agreed.
"She motivates people and takes charge on
the court," said outside hitter Kimberly
Noble.
Spartan setter, Lindsey Rule said, "She is a
her performance.
good leader. She leads
Her stats alone say a lot.
Choate said Pascucci has improved every
season since coming to SJSU and has
exploded this season.
This season Pascucci leads the Spartans in
kills, averaging 3.76 per game. Pascucci hit
.568 in three matches last week, earning her
the honor of Western Athletic Conference
player of the week for the week of Oct. 14.
Choate said it was a nice honor for
Pascucci who deserved it because she had
been over looked in the past.
Learning she had won the honor for the
first time in her career, Pascucci said, "I
wouldn’t get it if the team doesn’t win. It’s a
team effort."
She added that it was nice to be recognized
but it doesn’t change the way the team plays.
"It doesn’t mean anything. It’s a new game,
a new week," Pascucci said.

bi

Volleyball team hits the road for two
Ey Daniel Lopez
Dai,5, Staff Writer
With a four-match win streak, the San Jose State
University women’s volleyball team begins a four-day
road trip today with stops in Ruston, La. and Reno,
Nv., traveling clear across the country to Louisiana

SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL

FROM THE

BACK ROW
NOTEBOOK

STANLEY KAO / DAILY STAFF

San lose State University forward Marie McCann, right, attempts
to slide tackle Santa Clara University midfielder Micaela Esquivel,
left, at Buck Shavv Stadium. SCU defeated S.ISU 5-0 Tuesday.
Check out the complete game story on our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com.

Mariucci not happy with
Owens’ on -field behavior
Assocuited Press
Terrell Owens
SANTA CLARA
won’t get any trouble from coach Steve
Mariucci for his latest groundbreaking
innovation in touchdown celebrations.
Mariucci has clashed with the San
Francisco 49ers. All-Pro receiver countless times, but the coach didn’t have anything negative to say Tuesday. Owens
caught a fourth-quarter touchdown pass
against in a 28-21 victory Monday night
over Seattle, then autographed the ball
with a pen he stored in his sock before
presenting it to his financial adviser in
the front row.
"He was cordial enough to give someone a ball," Mariucci said. "It happens ail
the time where a guy will score a touchdown arid go give it to his mom or his
girlfriend. That happens all the time.
There weren’t any obscene gestures,
there was no taunting toward the bench
or the crowd.
"It was a friendly gesture to some
mutual friend. The only unusual thing
was the Sharpie out of the sock."
Others weren’t as kind. Seahawlcs
Mariucci’s
coach Mike Holmgren
ffiend and mentor called Owens’ cel-

ebration "shamettir and "a dishonor to
anyone who ever played this game."
Seattle defensive lineman John Randle
who once celebrated a sack by crawling on the ground and lifting his leg like
a dog near a fire hydrant called it
"embarrassing for the league."
Owens, who never shies away from
big plays or dramatic gestures, got in
trouble rwo years ago with two outlandish touchdown celebrations on the
Dallas Cowboys’ star logo on the middle
of their home field. For that, Mariucci
suspended Owens for one gune.
No such punishment will be forthcoming this time from Mariucci, who
thought Owens’ gesture was a bit of fun
and something that wouldiit have
received nearly as much attention in a
Sunday afternoon game.
"I haven’t heard anything yet from the
league," Mariucci said. ’I’m not aware of
any rule that states no bells or whistles
or Sharpies. We get memos all the time
from the league: ’Be careful, you’ve got
12 guys in the huddle,’ or ’Make sure
your guys have their shirts tucked in.’
We may very well get one that reminds
OUT players to stay with the standard
uniform and nothing additional."

SYMPOSIUM ON
LEADING TECHNOLOGIES
41COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING --WEEKLY FALL 2002 SERIES
Title: Language description and language processing
London: ENO 189 College of Engr
TINKMA: Information Technology
TIME 12:00pm - I:00pm
Debt Thursday. October 17

Ronald M. Kaplan
Manager, Information science and Technology Laboratory
Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)
For more information. call or email Ahmed Hambaba, PhD,
Computer Engineenng Department. (408) 924 3959, harnlagjaatajou.edu _

RYAN BALBUENA / DAILY STAFF

Spartan middle blocker Stephanie Pascucci attempts to spike the volleyball against
Rice University outside hitter Erica Scott and middle blocker Briana Cook during
Saturday’s match against the Owls.

Tech University for the first time for a Thursday
match.
The Spartans will then head back west to play a
Saturday match at the University of Nevada-Reno.
"We should win that match," said head coach
Craig Choate, who had little more to say about the
Louisiana Tech team.
Louisiana Tech head volleyball coach Heather
Mazeitis said she was glad Choate had confidence in
his team.
Mazeitis, who is at the head of a relatively young
pro
that started in 1987, said her team would be
rea to play
er going 0-13 in the WAC last year and ending

with an overall ccturd of 8-20, Mazeitis said the goal
of the program at Louisiana Tech is to build a winning tradition. This season, however, her team is 04 in the WAC and 12-10 overall.
Mazeitis said her team has already surpassed its
eight wins for the 2001 season.
Choate said the match should be interesting. In the
Spartans second match of the weekend, they will
take on the Wolf Pack of the University of NevadaReno.
After watching film of the Nevada squad Tuesday,
Choate said Nevada was looking good. Choate said
however, Nevada is not playing better than the
Spartans.
Nevada is 15-3 overall and 4-1 in the WAC; its
next match is scheduled for Thursday at the
University of Tulsa.
The Wolf Pack is unbeaten at home this season
and have won 27-of-28 matches played this season
in the Virginia Street Gym. Choate referred to the
site for Saturday’s match as a small gym that can get
loud.
Choate said the elevation is about 4,000 feet above
sea level and could become a factor if the match goes
five games because breathing could be a little more
difficult.
"They are fun to play against," said Spartan outside hitter Kimberly Noble. "They are one of our
rivals."
When it comes to the Nevada crowd, Noble said,
"They don’t bother us especially when you have peo-

ple dice: tug agani,t you. It pumps us up. The Spartans will roll into the Virginia Street Gni
with Pascucci, the reigning WAC player of the week
who is seventh in the WAC in kills averaging 3.76
per game, and Liz Hudson, who celebrated her 20th
birthday Tuesday, leading the team in digs averaging
2.89 per game.
VOLLEYBALL

IIWW/AC
STANDINGS
VOLLEYBALL
WESTERN DIVISION
ALL

TEAM
HAWAI’l
FRESNO ST.

5

NEVADA

4

535U

3
0

Boma ST.

13-0
17-2
15-3
9-9
1-16

3

EASTERN DIVISION
TEAM
SMU
RICE
UTEP
TULSA
LA. TECH

ALI

2
2
1
0

2
3
2
3

8-10
10-9

6-7
16-6
12-10

Angels need to decide of they want to pitch to Bonds
ANAHEIM (AP) Everywhere
the Anaheim Angels go, the question
is the same: Pitch to Barry Bonds or
walk him?
Listening to the talk Tuesday at
Edison Field, it seems the Angels will
be playing only against Bonds in the
World Series, trying to devise a plan
to somehow beat him, 25 on 1.
"The last two seasons, he’s had the
most incredible seasons in the history
of baseball, if you look at all his numbers and all the microstatistics,"
Anaheim manager Mike Scioscia said.
Of course, San Francisco will have
25 players on the roster when the first
all wild-card World Series opens
Saturday night. But Bonds is the
focus, which puts Scott Schoeneweis
in the spotlight. Bonds is 1 -for-7
against the left-hander with four
strikeouts, no walks and no home
runs.
"The best-case scenario is to get the
guys out before Barry comes up,"
Schoeneweis said.
And with no one on base, there’s a
good chance Bonds will be walked.
Bonds was walked
record 198
times during the season and scored
on just 34 of them, according to the

Elias Sports Bureau. Following his
record 68 intentional walks, he scored
just three times.
Of course, 79 of his walks came with
two outs.
"The guys that faced the guy every
day, all the time, year in, year out, they,:
all seemed to do the same thing,
Angels pitching coach Bud Black said.
"I don’t think that they’re all wrong."
Still, his gut feeling was Anaheim
would pitch most of the time to
Bonds, who has four homers and 10
RBIs in the postseason.
In addition to Schoeneweis
Anaheim’s only lefty reliever Bonds
has faced just three other pitchers on
Anaheim’s roster: He’s 4-for-7 with
two homers, two walks and a strikeout
against Kevin Appier; 0-for-1 against
right-handed reliever Ben Weber; and
0-for-1 with three walks and no
strikeouts against Troy Percival.
"We’ll just be smart. I don’t think
we’ll he scared of him and pitch

around him," said Jarrod Washburn,
picked Tuesday by Scioscia to start the
opener.
"We’ll try to not let him beat us. I’ll
challenge him. I’m looking forward to
the challenge. He’s a great player. If
there’s a situation where he can beat
us, the smart thing to do is pitch
around him."
Washburn isn’t a fan of intentional
walks when no one is on base.
"I don’t see that happening," he said.
"I don’t think we’re going to be intimidated or scared by Barry Bonds.
We’re going to be smart about it."
As workers cleaned and did some
touchup paint work at the ballpark,
Washburn already was looking ahead
to the opener, where he could face the
Giants’ Jason Schmidt.
"I’m sure I’ll be thinking about it a
lot," Washburn said. "It’s going to be
the biggest game of my life. I’m pretty
sure we won’t sweep and they won’t
sveen, so Ill have another start and

!
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LIVE AND LEARN
WHY PAY RETAIL
FOR PREPAID
PHONE CARDS
BUY DIRECT
AND SAVE
FREE DETAILS
ED KENNEY & ASSOC
10512 ROYAL CHAPEL
DALLAS,TX 75229
1 800-484-3407 # 3500
214/350-0002

JAPANESE!
Wised’ Oregon Provams take North AITKEN:WI And internacional students to
the prestigious %reds University. Tokyo. Japan for Japanese language and comparative USJapan Societies study:
Wands Oregon Transnational Program
January IS kin< 27. 2003
Wised& Oregon Summer Japanete Program
July 9 Aupot 19, 2003
Scholanhips of up srs Sion Aft AV.111.1ble b11 die TrAnsnational Progrem.
For moo infoonsoon, 0011Iit1t

Weaeda Oregon Office
Portland Sine Univetsity
www. waseslaoregon org
(SOO) 823-7938
email: infoCrowasedauregmAnrg

that will be the biggest game of my
life."
It’s the first World Series between
second-place teams, with the Giants
(95-66) finishing 2, games behind
Arizona in the NI, West, then beating
Atlanta and St. Louis.
Anaheim (99-63) set a franchise
record for svins, but finished four
games behind Oaldand. The Angels
then upset the New York Yankees and
beat Minnesota.
Because of interleague play, the
Angels and Giants have faced each
other in regular-season games
but
didn’t play this year. San Francisco
holds an 11-5 advantage, and Bonds
has five homers against Anaheim.

San Jose State
University has a

"New" Kind
of Campus Living!
rented a number of apartments at
the Esplanade for San Jose Slate
University students of junior. wino!
arid graduate status.
Limited space is stIll available
Thew are brand new. modern
vat moults with Wa4111M and
dryers in each unit. walk in dos.
full kitchens (incl.dishwashers)
and SCC(44 to two pooh. Shuttle
servke tO MI
This is a new ti.,

To take advantage of this
New Living Opportunity,
please call
408-924-6160
Or visit us online at
Mtp://housangsrus sdo/odado.

1115.111111.1111111=mM
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BUDGET I

Eating on the job

Cutbacks already made
continutdfrom page 1
knowing what resources will be available."
Dennis Wilcox, director for the school of journalism
and mass communications, said that he has already
eliminated some classes.
Wilcox said that although Gov. Davis wouldn’t sign
the official purposed budget cuts until he has been reelected on Nov. 5, the provost moved to take cuts now
in preparation for the Spring semester.
"In making some cuts in projection of the unsigned
budget, I’ve already cut 13 classes and sections,"
Wilcox said. "Published classes for Spring semester
2003 might even be canceled."
Brent, who is also a political science professor, said
that his department has already submitted a schedule
for the spring, but the problem they might run into is
beginning to be more common among all departments.
"They plan a course for the Fall semester or whatever, and then realize they can’t support it financially or
staff-wise," Brent said.
Greg Payne, professor and chairman for the department of human resources, said that he too has experienced reductions in faculty allocations.
"We have already made cutbacks," Payne said. "We
had to determine how to fmd a happy medium
between just cutting classes and cutting expenses in
other areas, which might increase the present faculty’s
work load."
Payne said his biggest fear is that the future might see
a five to 20 percent budget cut even beyond what has
already been anticipated and absorbed.
Brent said if faculty members get cut, tenure faculty
would be secure, but lecturers could lose their jobs.
"By all accounts there will be fewer sections next
semester," Brent said. "If student’s think they had it
bad this semester, students will have even less flexibility in scheduling classes for the spring."
Wilcox said the provost has to reduce enrollment to
29,000 and that he could act in discouraging enrollment for next semester.
With a larger influx of incoming students for the
Spring semester, the bad parlcing situation might seem
the least of SJSU’s worries.
"Students who wait until the last minute to register
will be frozen out of classes in Spring 2003," Wilcox
said.
All in all, Wilcox said things are not well in facultyville, and come Spring 2003, students will join in
lamentation of the impending budget cuts.
"There’s still reason to think worse cuts are on the
horizon," Wilcox said.
not

ROBERT PATRICiAN OAILV STAFF
Graduate student Kara Potter fed a peeled carrot to police horse "Cal" in front of the Clark Library on campus Monday afternoon. San Jose Police officer Ernie
Brown, who was riding Cal, answered questions from passing students, such as how he controls the horse, how old the horse is and why San Jose has a special
operations mounted unit.

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified @ jmc.sjsu.
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CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
VALET PARKERS - Part-time.
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips.
Please call 408-364-0240
Golden Gate Valet.
TUTOR NEEDED to teach a
child who has language and
social skills delayed Training
will be provided. 6-8 hrs/wk.
$13/hr. Call Kim 408-276-3633
or 408-263-9218
COCKTAILERS / SERVERS
South First Billiards
Apply in Person
420 S. First St San Jose
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$25CYday potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good
money. Call 408-867-7275.
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME
P/T-FTT $500-$6.000 per mo
1-866-789-9334
www.wealthyandhealthy com
GET PAID For Your Opinions
Earn $15-$125 per survey,
www.dollars4opinions com
P/T, UP TO $20/HR preparing
mailings No selling. Flexible
hours Call 626-821-4035.
$1,000’S WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, PR’. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details, send
1 stamp to. N-28. PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire Bl.
Los Angeles. CA 90025
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free information. Call 203-683-0258
Certain edverneement in
there columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
information.
additional
be
should
readers
Closedled
ntminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before mending
money lot goods or services
In addition. readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

NEED SS? The com era has
gone. Real estate mkt is boom
mg. Part-time position avail.
Ride the next wave to fin indep.
$12-15 start. Call 408487-7646.
ACTIVITY AIDE, PT/benefits to
work with children ages’ 13-22
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose, Monday - Friday. PT.
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
fax: 408-275-9858.
ADMIN ASST/SALES Hi -tech
co seeks FT/PT hard worker for
office & sales/telemarketing
assisting. Must have good
oral/verbal skills. Good pay +
oppty to advance. Fax Resume:
408-232-7701. or email to.
info@ NYDEN com
PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL
WORK MAJORS:
HOPE Services. a non-profit
agency which offers a variety of
quality services for adults with
developmental disabilities, is
seeking motivated. enthusiastic
people to work in our Supported
Living department You will be
providing the support a person
with a disability needs to realize
his or her dream of independence We have the following
opportunities’
COMPANION: Assist clients
with daily living skills. such as
grocery shopping RT $10/hour
Must have own transportation
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: YOU
will receive free rent in
exchange for being available 5
overnights and providing 10
hours/week training with client.
Experience is preferred.
Contact: Tony at 408-282-0485
or tbandermann hopeservices
for more information. All majors
are welcome To learn more
about HOPE. visit our website
at wsvw.hopeservices org

LIFEGUARDS.... ,,,,ctional Life
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in
San Jose. Monday-Friday, PT.
Call Jacob 295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way. San Jose
95128 or fax: 408-275-9858
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
PR instructors. elem schools
Degree/Cred NOT Required.
ty for teaching exp. Need car.
V 408-2874170 x 408 13:TiME
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENT’S
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE appt.
Eam $85 $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
10am -4pm
Call 615-1500
*wwwworkforstudents.com/sisu*
BARTENDERS NEEDED
immediately’ Eam up to $300
per day. No experience
necessary. Training provided.
Call 1-866-291-1884 ext. U203.
LIBRARIA.N WANTED. Prefer
MLS. Supervisory/bibliographic
searching (OCLC.DIALOG)
required. Kessler-Hancock Info.
207 F St. Suite. B.. Davis. CA
95616. Fax: 530-756-6943.
hancock Okhinfo.com.
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
while you grow your skill portfolio.
After-school positions available for
talented and energetic individuals.
Visit our web site at
www.grIscoutsofscc org to find out
about current opportunities. EOE.
Girt Scouts
Where Girls Grow Strong.

UNITY CARE. a community-based. STUDENT WORK
non-profit youth development PT/FT Sales & Marketing - We
agency, is currently hinng for Train Bonus & Commissions.
the following positions:
Rec. Msg. 408-830-9367.
FACILITATOR / PT - YAL- This
program targets youth placed in GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
group & foster homes by the help needed for small exclusive
Juvenile Justice and Family & shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
Children’s Services Depts. as Must be reliable. honest. able to
well as at-risk youth in School do physical work. Prefer exp
base settings. Facilitators provide working wi dogs. but will train.
support to the class instructors Great oppty for dog lover. Can
and supervision to clients in all FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
aspects of the program. - Must Call 371-9115
have valid CA drivers license,
position is in Palo Alto. BA in ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
Social Sciences required (or 5
yrs exp with at -risk youth). MA All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408-247- 4827
pref. Internship opportunities
available. 3-8 hrs week $15.00TEACHERS
/ INSTRUCTORS
$25.00/hr. DOEE.
COUNSELORS / PT
FT - P/T instructors elem schools.
Residential Counselors provide Degree/Cred. NOT Required
adult guidance and consistent Oppty for teaching exp. Need car
standards of discipline tor VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECEAsE
dependent, delinquent or gang BARTENDERS NEEDED
affiliated youth in need of emotional support. Shifts are 7am- immediately! Eam up to $300
per day No experience
3pm & 3pm-11pm weekdays &
weekends. - Must be 21 or older necessary. Training provided.
Call
1-866-291-1884 ext U203
with valid CA drivers license 60
units or 2 yrs exp req No felonies
$5.50-$12.00/hr DOEE
OPPORTUNMES
If you feel you are a positive role
model please apply by e -mailing FRATERNMES SORORITIES
your resume to hrOunitycare corn CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Eam $1,000-S2 000 this
or faxin?, 408-971-9820 Please
semester. with a proven
include ours/days available.
CarhpusFundraiser three hour
fundraising event Our prograrns
DELIVERY DRIVERS
make fundraising easy with no
Party rental business
risks Fundraising dates are
Perfect tor students!
quickly. so get with the
Earn $250 every weekend!
program! It works. Contact
Must have reliable truck or van.
Campusfundraiser at
Heavy lifting is required.
(888) 923-3238 or visit
408-292-7876.
www.campusfundraiser com
SANTA CLARA COUNTY Registrar of Voters. Poll workers HEALTH & BEAUTY
needed for the Nov 5th election
Compensation is $85-$115/day PREGNANT? Need help? Call
Contact William Tran at BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
408-299-2694x2060 or email 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
William.Tran rov.co scl ca.us

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGF.NUT

FAX:

SHARED HOUSING

SERVICES

ROOM IN NICE QUIET HOME. SMILE CHOICE DE/fTAL PLAN
Berryessa FREE DSL. Cable, (includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
Fridge. No Sm/Drug. $530/mo + year. Save 30:. - 60%. For info
UM $350 dep 408-729-0403.
call 1-800-655-3225 or
envw.studentdental.com or
SO SJ RMS $450 or $350/mo
www.goldenwestdental corn
Util incl F only. No sm/dri/dru.
ref req Kelly@ 513-2513 x 6447

HOME FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

NEWLY REMODELED - MOVE
IN BONUS. XLarge 2 bdrm 2 bath
apt 2 blocks from SJSU. Parking
avail. watertrash paid.wash/ dry
on srte Cats OK. Well managed
student bldg Also. 3 bdrm/2 ba.
$1 150 and up 408-378-1409
2 BED /1 BATH 11t: x San Carlos
Nice Clean Parking. Laundry
$1250/mo 995-5525. 316-6996.

WORD PROCESSING

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
30
34
35
38
39
40
42
43
46
48

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses term papers. 49
group projects etc profession- 51
ally typed APA a specialty 53
Experienced & dependable
Almaden/Branham area Call 55
Linda for an appointment at 56
60
(408) 2644504
64
65
67
68
69
70
71
RATF.S CALI. 408-924-3277
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Need PHONE JACK Activated?
Need a Phone Jack Installedw’
www asaptelecom us 406-8515

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1 BD 1 BA MOBILE home 12)(44
Encl porch. sm yrd. stove, fridg
$40K/obo. 408-629-8120 msg

2 BDRM / 1 BA condo for rent,
Blossom Hill, near Oakridge Mall.
Covered garage. laundry area &
pool. $1500/mo includes partial
utilities. Near Light Rail. Hwy 85.
shopping. restaurants. Move in
bonus. Call 408-691-0853.

STATISTICAL Data Processing
survey. tabs charts. tables.
significance
testing
using
SPSS Vince (408) 356-7895

72
73

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Janitors tools
Significant
Implored
With to Pierre
Spry
Was driven
Fawn or doe
Old keepsake
Opera highlight
Join the army
Cozier
Reimbursed
Splotch
Train unit
Deli buy
Tease
Foul-up
Pine product
FBI acronym
Injury mementos
Gob
Robin domiciles
Planet’s course
’Who - - to
sayr
Works dough
Pungent cleaner
Fiberglass
bundle
Tex neighbor
Podium VIPs
Concert bonus
5ood steamers
Yardstick
Sorrowful cry
Actor - Baldwn
Overact
Take an apartment
Commotion
(hyph ’
Cast a vote
Garment for Gaius
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Apple skin
Handwriting
Sci-fi invaders
Epoch
Forsake a lover
Hodgepodges
News
SUMMaN3S
Gab
Petty of ’Free
Willy
Brickell of pop
Diary opener
Pouches
increase sharply
Big Dipper
neighbor
Hot dog
Compare
Demean
Nile city
Dolphins crty
Tag Mahal see
Way off

16
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16

Feature SexecaN Mc

37
41
44
45
47
50
52
54
56
57
58
59
61
62
63
66
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16
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17

Metrolitan
Boiled
Hot sauce
Sioux Falls loc
Fed agents
(hyph )
Family-room
gear
Farm vehicle
Top sue
Flatten a fly
Traveler
Marco - out (used
thriftily)
Coin receiver
Low-fat spread
Chimed
This senora
Riviera summe

1,

12

e
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Four
Five
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Day
Days
$13
$9
$11
lines
$7
$5
Rate increases S2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FRIQUENCT DISCOUNTS:
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% oft
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20". off
50 « consecutive issues: receive 25% off
Local ratee ’poly to Santa Clara County edverlisers
and SJSU students, staff a faculty.
Fest line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may he set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF

Name

Please check

Address

one classification:

(-Ay /I Stele
Phone

Ze code

_Los! and F our13’
Announcements
_Campus Clubs
_Greek Messages
_Events

Send check or money order b: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
___FVordiusanteeiers
Son Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0140
__Electranics
C:lassified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Room 209.
_Wanted
Deadline 10 00 a m nvo weekdays before publication.
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Employment

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health Beauty
Sports/Thrills
insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Opportunities
II QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277
- Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount tor other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am lo 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

a Lost & Found ads ars offered fres as a service to the campus community.
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Airstrikes in Iraq focus on key air base; Bombardier introduces
high-speed locomotive
some see link to war preparation
WASHINGTON (AP) A key
target of U.S. and British bombing in
Iraq in recent weeks has been an air
base south of Baghdad that would be
central to Saddam Hussein’s defense
against an American invasion.
Since mid-September, Tallil Air
Base a key link in an Iraqi air
defense network that remains formidable despite damage from years of
periodic U.S. bombing has been
struck seven times, more than any
other target in that period, according
to Central Command, the headquarters for U.S. operations in the Persian
Gulf
The choice of bombing targets could
reflect Pentagon efforts to lay the
groundwork for an invasion if
President Bush decides military force
is needed to oust Saddam Hussein.
Pentagon officials, however, say the
attacking pilots are simply responding
in self-defense to provocations from
Iraqi air defense guns and radars.
Although Tallil has been a frequent target lately, the bombing has
not been extensive enough to neutralize the target. Over the years,
Iraq has shown a remarkable ability
to repair and replace damaged air
defenses.
Besides Tallil, the other major air
defense sites in southern Iraq that
have been hit recently are AI Kut, Al
Amarah and the airport at Basra. On

Tuesday, the Central Command said have appeared related to preparations
allied aircraft bombed a commuid and for war.
control communications facility near
On Sept. 5, for example, allied pilots
AI Kut, in response to unspecified bombed a military airfield 240 miles
west of Baghdad. The target, as
"hostile acts" by Iraq.
Tallil, about 160 miles southeast of described by Central Command, was
the Iraqi capital, is an air defense sec- ordinary: an air defense command and
tor headquarters. It has surface-to-air control facility. But the location was
missiles and the communications unusual: a remote airfield known as
facilities to link them to the rest of H-3 that originally was built to supIraq’s air defense network. It also has port an oil pumping station near the
two substantial runways and can sup- Jordanian border. In a break with its
port dozens of fighters
usual practice, Central Command did
In contrast to the recent flurry of not identify the location.
allied attacks in the south 23 since
Stephen H. Baiter, a retired Navy
Aug. 27 there were none reported rear admiral who served aboard the
in northern Iraq in that period.
USS Theodore Roosevelt during the
Defense Secretary Donald H. Gulf War, said the strike at H-3 was
Rumsfeld says the U.S. attacks are unprecedented in the decade-long
simply a necessary response to Iraqi history of "no fly" zone patrols.
efforts to shoot down the U.S. and
"The objective of the strike could
British pilots who patrol the slcies over have been to destroy air defenses to
northern and southern Iraq to enforce allow easy access for special operations
"no fly" zones. Iraq has long asserted helicopters to fly into Iraq via Jordan
that the flight zones are a violation of or Saudi Arabia as part of a critical
its sovereignty.
primary mission to hunt down Scud"
Rumsfeld did acknowledge last missiles, Baker said recently.
month that he ordered U.S. forces to "Knocicing out Iraqi radars at H-3
take a different approach. Instead of also would allow allied aircraft
firing mostly at Iraqi air-defense guns mounting major raids on Iraq a clear
and radars, pilots are now targeting route into the country."
more of the communications centers,
The spate of aerial attacks on the
command buildings and fiber-optic Tallil base began Sept. 15.
links that are easier to find and harder
In its typically cryptic description of
U.S. and British bombing, the Central
to replace.
In at least a few cases, U.S. targets Command said precision-guided

munitions struck an air defense communications facility at Tallil that day.
Nine days later, other unspecified "air
defense facilities" were bombed at
Tallil and Al Amarah, another repeated target.
Tallil was targeted by allied bombers
during the 1991 Gulf War, in part
because it was considered a probable
storage site for chemical weapons. It
reportedly served as a staging point
for Iraq’s airborne chemical attacks
against Iran in the 1980s. Post-Gulf
War U.N. inspections found no evidence of chemical weapons there.
Al Amarah has an air defense base
and headquarters for the Iraqi Army’s
4th Corps. It is on the Tigris River,
about 165 miles southeast of
Baghdad.
On Sept. 27, allied planes again
attacked Tallil, this time targeting
what Central Command described as
a surface-to-air missile control radar
and a surface-to-air missile launcher.
On the same mission, AI Amarah was
hit again; Central Command reported
targeting an air defense operations
center there but gave no details.
The next attack on Tall was Oct. 3.
Central Command said the targets
were an air defense sector headquarters building and an integrated operations center. Surface-to-air missile
sites at Tallil were bombed on Oct. 10
and 11.

MEASURE F I some TEACH -IN I
fear it will hurt business
contmuedjrom page 1
stated that the higher taxes will drive
people and business away from downtown. Party leaders from the local
Libertarian Party were unavailable for
comment.
Alison Hartman, general manager of
the Hotel De Anza in Downtown San
Jose, is in favor of Measure F. She said
that the money generated would go
toward the convention center, without
any going toward the hotel.
"I hope that the initiative passes," she
said. "ff the voter turnout is good, and
people are educated, it should pass."

I Littman Said she is not concerned
about the measure’s impact on hotel
revenue.
"I don’t think that it will have an
adverse effect," she said.
Daniel Fenton, President and CEO of
the San Jose Convention and District
Bureau and Visitors Bureau, said that
the increased revenues would benefit
San Jose State University students.
"One of the things that is part of the
student experience is to go off campus
downtown," Fenton said. "It’s part of
being in an urban area. I want to see
those businesses thrive. There are
more options for students."

continuedfrom page 1
awareness of important issues pertaining to the United States.
"The issues are hugely important
because they involve not only what
America stands for, but for our people
who are going over there to fight a
war," said Nickie Zepeda, a senior theater arts major.
Jed Cruz, a freshman involved in the
ROTC program, said he is not
attending the event but feels it’s a
good way for students to exchange
views and information.
"I, personally try not to affiliate with
things that are debatable," Cruz said.
"But it’s important for (other) people
to voice out their opinions. People
should talk about the repercussions of

WASHINGTON (AP) The
and capable of going into operation
maker of America’s fastest train is without major improvements to rail line.
shopping around a new product that
’We believe JetTrain high-speed rail e.
could bring highTspeed rail service to the technology for America because if.
areas outside the Northeast.
better, it’s faster and it’s sooner,’ said L,ecia
Bombardier Transportation says its Stewart, Bombardier’s vice president for
speed rail for North America.
new "JetTrain" locomotive, powered
by a jet engine, can reach 130 mph
e locomotive is powered by a Pratt
without needing overhead electrical &Whitney jet engine rather than a tra
lines like those used by Amtrak’s ditional diesel engine. Bombardier sar
high-speed Acela Express.
it is 20 percent lighter than a diesel
Bombardier led the consortium that locomotive and can accelerate twice as
built Acela Express, which operates in quicldy It is also designed to meet
the Boston -New York-Washington stringent U.S. safety standards.
corridor
Development of the non-electrn
the only electrified intercity corridor in the nation.
locomotive is one piece of an ongoing
Pierre Lortie, president of Montreal- effort by the Federal Railroad
based Bombardier, said Tuesday he is Administration to pave the way for
confident the equipment problems that high-speed rail around the nation.
Bombardier showed off its new
have plagued Acela Express svill not
hurt sales of the new locomotive.
product at Union Station. The protoHe said several states are developing type locomotive cherry red, with an
high-speed rail, and the company is Ainerican flag decal and the words
targeting proposed high-speed hnes "Turbine Powered" on its snub nose
within California, between Los sat at a station platform.
Angeles and Las Vegas, between
Ilse Federal Railroad Administration did
Chicago and St. Louis, between nocatrgatiate in the event, since it was a
product kickoff But spokesman
Tampa and Orlando in Florida, and
between Toronto and Montreal.
Warren Flateau said the FRA remains ’very
Lortie said the company could begin much a part of the partnership.’
closing deals in the next few months.
Also not represented at the event
Bonibardier has worked on the was Amtrak, which despite its finanJetTrain for four years in partnership cial woes remains the only current
with the U.S. Federal Railroad provider of regularly scheduled interAdministration. Each side has invest- city passenger rail in the United
ed about $20 million, Lortie said.
States. Amtrak says it needs $1.2 bilThe company says the new locomotive lion from the government just to
fits American demands because it is envi- maintain operations for the next year
and has ihelved expansion plans,
ronmentally friendly, lightweight thus
causing less wear and tear on tracics
including those for high-speed rail.

Event seeks to present both sides of issue

going to war and not going to war."
The event, which will feature more
than 25 speakers and an open-mike,
is intended to be neutral and provide
information to support the opinions
of those against a war, as well as
those in support of it, said Philip
Wander, a professor of communication studies.
"This is the heart of democracy," he
said.
Wander, who will serve as moderator, said that scheduled speakers will
have five minutes to speak, and attendees who wish to speak will be given
two minutes. A timekeeper will be
present to ensure people are given
equal opportunities, he said.
Roberto Gonzalez, assistant profes-

sor of anthropology, said the event is
intended to provide a variety of perspectives and is not predominantly
anti-war or pro-war.
"We’ve had a lot of support from
faculty (members) regardless of where
they stand on foreign policies," he
said.
Gonzalez will be discussing the history of oil interests in foreign policy in
a presentation titled "Oil and War."
Among the other presenters will be
Jonathan Roth, a history professor,
who will discuss the history of social
regime change, and members of the
SJSU drama department, who will
perform a skit titled "Bye Bye bin
Laden."
The teach-in will be divided into

two parts and will present similar
agendas during both programs, which
will be held from noon to 3 p.m. and
6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
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CENTURY
GRAPHICS

;408) 616-7700
70 Commercial St
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

www.cgshirts.com.

fax. (4081616-7733

For more Information
on becoming a teacher, contact
CalTeach - your one -stop information,
recruitment and referral service for
individuals considering or pursuing
a teaching career.

CalTeach can help you explore this
exciting career, provide information
about current Incentives and benefits,
assist you in understanding the
credentialinq process and, once you
become credentialed, direct you to
the teacher recruitment centers for
job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.
Call 1-888-CALTEACH
(225-8322) or visit
www.calteach.com

Cal
Teach
LSO Mae of the Chancellor

